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What is ORCID?
« Stands for Open Research and Contributor ID

« It's a 16 digit persistent digital identifier that distinguishes you from other researchers

Why should I get an ORCiD?
« Remains constant even if you change institutions, change names, etc.

« Distinguishes you from other researchers (including those with similar names) and protects your unique scholarly identity

« Supports linkages between you and your professional activities, like grant funding, publications, and other scholarly endeavors

« Tracks multiple types of material (articles, book chapters,
books, grey literature such as reports, images, datasets, and more...)

When would I need to provide my ORCiD?

« Grants: NIH, AHRQ, and CDC grant recipients are required to have ORCiDs beginning in FY 2020

« Publications: Many journal publishers now require authors to include their ORCiDs when submitting manuscripts for possible publication

How can I get my ORCiD?

« Signing up is easy! Just fill out a brief form to register.

What else can I do once I have my ORCiD?

« Link your ORCiD to your SciENcv Biosketch to add publications as well as your ORCiD number to your biosketch

« Populate your ORCiD profile with your current and past publications; many publishers will automatically update your profile with future publications as they are published

« Link your ORCiD to your LinkedIn account

Questions/help
If you have any questions about registering for an ORCID or how to link your ORCID to your SciENcv biosketch please contact Paul Levett, Reference & Instruction Librarian, at prlevett@gwu.edu 202-994-8478.